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Spin Liquids?

• Anderson: proposed RVB states of quantum 
antiferromagnets

+ + … 

• Phenomenological theories predict such states have 
remarkable properties:

-topological order
-deconfined spinons

• Would be good to connect to “realistic” models 



Quantum Dimer Models
Moessner, Sondhi Misguich et alRohksar, Kivelson

• Models of “singlet pairs” fluctuating on lattice (can 
have spin liquid states)

+ +

…

• Seem to be popular – simple-looking = physical?
– construction problematic for real magnets

• non-orthogonality
• not so many spin-1/2 isotropic systems
• dimer subspace projection not controlled

– Most theoretical work is on “RK” points which are not 
very generic



Other models of exotic phases

• Rotor boson models
• Pyrochlore antiferromagnet
• Quantum loop models
• Honeycomb “Kitaev” model

Motrunich, Senthil

Hermele, M.P.A. Fisher, LB

Freedman, Nayak, Shtengel

Kitaev

(a partial list)

other “sightings”
• Triangular 2+4-spin exchange model (Z2?)
• Kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnet (strange)
• SU(4) Hubbard-Heisenberg model (algebraic SL?)

Misguich et al

Misguich et al

Assaad
…

■ Models are not crazy but contrived. 
- we will try to find an exotic model in a real material 



Chromium Spinels

ACr2O4
(A=Zn,Cd,Hg)

• spin S=3/2
• no orbital degeneracy
• isotropic

• Spins form pyrochlore lattice

cubic Fd3m

• Antiferromagnetic interactions

ΘCW = -390K,-70K,-32K 
for A=Zn,Cd,Hg

Takagi group



Pyrochlore Antiferromagnets

• ManyMany degenerate 
classical configurations

• Heisenberg

• Zero field experiments (neutron scattering)
-Different ordered states in ZnCr2O4, CdCr2O4
-HgCr2O4?

c.f. ΘCW = -390K,-70K,-
32K for A=Zn,Cd,Hg

• What determines ordering not understood



Magnetization Process

• Magnetically isotropic
• Low field ordered state complicated, material dependent

-not collinear, no H ≈ 0 plateau

• Plateau at half saturation magnetization in 3 materials

H. Ueda et al, 2005



Collinear Spins
• Half-polarization = 3 up, 1 down spin?

- Presence of plateau indicates no transverse order 

Penc et al

effective biquadratic exchange favors 
collinear states

• Spin-phonon coupling?
- classical Einstein model

large 
magnetostriction

• “Order by disorder”
-in semiclassical S→∞ limit, quadratic thermal and quantum 
fluctuations favor collinear states (Henley…)
-generally (c.f. Oshikawa talk), expect some quantum plateau 
around collinear state (may be narrow)

But no definite order

H. Ueda et al



3:1 States
• Set of 3:1 states has thermodynamic entropy

- Less degenerate than zero field but still degenerate
- Maps to dimer coverings of diamond lattice

i a
b

i a
b

• Effective dimer model: What splits the degeneracy?
-Classical: further neighbor interactions
-Semi-classical: 1/S expansion (Henley)
-Fully quantum?



Ising Expansion
• Strong magnetic field breaks SU(2) → U(1)
• Substantial polarization: Si

⊥ < Si
z

• Formal expansion in J⊥/Jz reasonable (carry to high order)

3:1 GSs for 1.5<h<4.5

• Obtain effective hamiltonian by DPT in 3:1 subspace
-First off-diagonal term at 9th order! [(6S)th order]
-First non-trivial diagonal term at 6th order!

i a
b

= Diagonal:Off-diagonal:

following Hermele, 
M.P.A. Fisher, LB



Effective Hamiltonian

State

0

Diagonal term:

Much larger (more negative) energy for 
alternating configurations

+ +

Extrapolated V ≈ – 5.76J, K ≈ 4.3J



Quantum Dimer Model
+ +

• Dimensionless parameter

0 1
Rokhsar-Kivelson Point

U(1) spin liquidMaximally “resonatable” R state “frozen” state?

• Numerical results on other QDMs:
- Possible that  

-1.2

Direct SL-R QCP?

on diamond 
lattice

• Physically, R state persists for v¿ 1 because K term also 
“likes” flippable hexagons

The plateau ground state is expected to have R state structure



R state
• Unique state saturating 
upper bound on density of 
resonatable hexagons and
minimizing full
• Quadrupled (simple cubic) 
unit cell
• Still cubic: P4332
• 8-fold degenerate 

• Landau theory predicts 1st order thermal transition to 
paramagnetic state (as observed)
• Comparison of neutron scattering with this parameter-free 
prediction is a strong test of quantum-fluctuation theory 

We are very optimistic



Transition from the spin liquid?

• Is the R state “proximate” to the U(1) spin liquid phase?

• Basic excitation of the 3d spin liquid: magnetic monopole
- Confinement transition occurs by monopole condensation

• Monopole PSG
- Nature of transition determined by multiplet structure
- This is determined by space group and monopole 
Berry phases from background gauge charges

Motrunich, Senthil; Bernier, Kao, Kim

• monopoles behave like particles hopping on (dual) 
diamond lattice in a flux due to an array of staggered 
positive/negative background charges on the original 
diamond lattice

U(1) spin liquidMaximally “resonatable” R state “frozen” state



Results of monopole field theory
• Smallest irrep of monopole PSG is 8-dimensional

- Complex “order parameter” φa , a=1…8
• Different order patterns of φa → ordered states

• Simplest ordered phase is exactly the R state
- φa=(1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), (0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0),… 
• Other possible states have larger unit cells (16-64 p.u.c.s)

• Possible phase diagram:

0 1U(1) spin liquid-1.2

R state

T

“frozen” stateClassical spin liquid
Interesting classical 
critical point in dimer
model

Magnetization plateau develops

D. Bergman et al, in 
preparation



Magnon BEC?

H. Ueda et al:
Full magnetization 
process measured 
in HgCr2O4

Low-field transition 
is first order

Upper plateau 
edge appears 
continuous

First order 
transition? 
hysteresis

• Continuous transition off plateau: condensation of some 
“magnon” excitation

- Low-T state above plateau has transverse spin order

saturation

Tc for canted Ferri state 
increases with H: a sign 
of TBEC increasing with 
magnon density?



Nature of Magnon Condensate?

• Quantum theory via Ising expansion
- triplon is minority site with Si

z = -3/2→ -1/2

• Classically: need further-neighbor interactions to select 
transverse order

• Leads to hopping problem on R lattice
-same connectivity as MnSi! 3d corner-sharing triangles
-2nd order virtual process gives effective negative hopping
-Suggests ferromagnetic transverse (XY) order above plateau

• By contrast, microscopic antiferromagnetic 2nd neighbor 
exchange leads to at least 3-fold enlargement of R state unit 
cell.



ConclusionsConclusions
• One may reasonably derive a quantum dimer

model description of the magnetization plateau 
in ACr2O4

• Quantum fluctuation theory predicts unique
ordered state on plateau
– different from large-S prediction (Hizi+Henley)
– can be compared directly with neutron data

• Magnetic structure above plateau also provides 
a clue to quantum effects, and the role of 
further-neighbor exchange interactions.


